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This is an unofficial translation of the events that were published LIVE on Sun.mv on February 7, 2012 as 

the events unfolded. 

The actual article can be found on Sun.mv by the following URL: http://www.sun.mv/15102 

I have not added/deleted any content that is included in the reports, nor brought any modifications to the 

article presented. 

----------------------------- 

Opposition series of anti-government protests continues yet again tonight. These protests are ongoing at 

the Artificial Beach area. While anti-government protestors continue their protests, MDP supporters have 

also gathered in the same area and started protesting. While verbal exchanges are being hurled back and 

forth, the security presence at the grounds has been tightened up accordingly. 

Time Event 

21:56 

While protests are ongoing, it has been reported the Police has attempted to enter the DRP office 
where the loud speakers are being kept. It is reported that police was denied entry into the 
grounds of the office. 

22:03 
The anti-government protests are being headed at the moment by Member of Parliament Ahmed 
Ilham, PPM’s Marz Ahmed Saleem, Ahmed Siddeeq and DRP’s media co-coordinator Ali Solih.  

22:16 
While protests continue from both sides, police in the area is trying to move back the news 
reporters and photographers present. 

22:17 

Adhaalath Party’s President Imran Abdulla: 
“The Qaumee Majlis of Adhaalath Party has unanimously agreed that they are all willing to take 
Dr. Mohamed Waheed Hassan Manik’s side as they do not see President Nasheed fit to be 
President.” 

22:28 At the moment a supplication is being carried out by Sheikh Imran Abdulla.  

22:29 

Rozaina Adam at the protest: 
After the supplication, Rozaina Adam addressing the crowd. “Protests of the alliance are 
ongoing in Addu and N. Velidhoo. President Nasheed has confessed to the international media 
that there is no way he can defend his action to arrest Judge Abdulla. Thus he cannot be the 
President any longer. President Nasheed is the biggest threat to national security. Police should 
arrest President Nasheed, Home Minister Afeef and Defense Minister Tholhath. President has 
proved that he is unfit to lead the country.”  

22:57 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from Artificial Beach: 
Qasim Ibrahim joined the protest and addressed the crowd. Qasim says that the protest being 
organized by MDP to be held on the 17th of February is an attempt to whitewash reality and to 
show a different version of the ‘truth’ to the international community. Qasim appeals to 
everyone not to join in the protest to be held. He further went on to say that the opposition 
movement’s protests can be classified as nothing but jihad and to act within the boundaries of 
the law and continue on with the protests. 

23:24 
The assembly being held at MDP Haruge has been halted midway and participants have joined 
in with the protestors at Artificial Beach. 

23:26 

It is reported that there is a difference of opinion amongst the police officers at the protests. 
Some say that Police Officer Lady Ibrahim Manik gave them orders to leave the area to which 
the police officers had disagreed with which caused the conflict. Others say that military officers 
are on their way to the area. 

23:30 
Military officers have arrived at the scene of protests. Officers are getting ready at the area 
where PA Office is situated. Police officers are still waiting at the protest area. 

23:36 

Police surrounds the whole area upon which riot police officers have come out. Onlookers are 
now more interested in the police activity than the ongoing protests. 
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23:38 

Police have left the area completely. The whole area is being monitored by military officers now. 
One more lorry with military officers is nearing the area. Some news reporters say that military 
officers intervened not because police officers were unable to contain the situation. 

23:40 
MDP’s protest has moved to the centre of the Artificial Beach. Some reporters report that a 
scuffle between the parties looks imminent. 

23:44 
It looks like military officers present are not doing much to contain the situation developing at 
the scene. The situation has become very tense amongst the protesters. 

23:46 
Both parties of protesters have started throwing water bottles and bricks at the other party. 
Officers are standing back and not doing anything to contain the situation. 

23:48 
It has been reported that a news reporter from Haveeru has sustained a head injury. Lots of 
people have already been injured as the attacks continue. 

23:50 
Military officers are still standing aside. Lots of people have sustained injuries. Many have been 
rushed off to the hospital. 

23:52 
Both sides are still engaged in throwing bricks at one another. Some reporters are saying that 
military officers are no longer present in the area. 

23:55 Military officers who left the area have returned. 

23:56 
Military officers have forced their way into the group of MDP protesters who are throwing 
bricks at the opposition protestors. Still the brick throwing continues from different areas. 

23:59 

While a potion of the stage has been destroyed in the protestors’ attempts to throw bricks at one 
another, homes and people near the area have sustained major injuries. Although officers are 
active in the area, there seems to be no cessation of the brick throwing. 

00:04 

Umar Naseer has stated on VTV that the government is trying to announce a state of emergency 
in the city and that either tomorrow or the day after the government will put that into effect. 
Gasim has stated also on VTV that if the government were to do that it would make for a sad 
state of affairs. 

00:06 

Umar Naseer on VTV: 
“MDP is not a bad party per se. The only villain is the leader of the party Mohamed Nasheed. 
Those released under “Dhevana Furusathu” have been brought out tonight. Have received 
reports of a knifing incident. Protests will continue tomorrow night as well at 09:30.” 

00:10 
Police officers have returned to the area of protests. They are calling out for everyone to disperse 
and leave the area. 

00:14 
Some news reporters are saying that police officers are now acting on their own without 
following any orders. That they are now acting according to the oath they have taken. 

00:18 
While police officers are asking people to leave the area, opposition protesters have announced 
protests over for the night. 

00:28 

Thasmeen on VTV: 
“Tonight we have witnessed something very saddening. While MDP protesters were acting the 
way they were and police officers were looking after the situation, to send them off and bring in 
military officers who then just stood by and let MDP protesters do as they pleased. None of us 
are unaware of why this happened. This is an act that is being carried out to intimidate and stop 
people voicing out against the government. But that will not happen. We have to stand firm and 
even if we are executed we must stand firm in the path we have chosen for our country and 
religion. Otherwise it would be our failure on the future generations to come.” 

00:31 

PPM’ Saud on VTV: 
A lot of conflict is ongoing between the police and military officers. We are receiving reports that 
the military officers are out arresting police officers and that police officers are on their way to 
dismantle the MDP Headquarters. 

00:33 

The police officers who later joined the protests are said to have gone there without receiving 
any official command and joined the protests on their own. The said police officers are said to 
have confronted the military officers on ground and verbally confronted them as well. 

00:35 

There are reports that police officers have entered the MDP Headquarters “Haruge”. VTV 
reports that police officers have pepper sprayed the area and are ushering people out.  
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00:38 
It is reported that it was military personnel who entered MDP Headquarters “Haruge”. A lot of 
stuff inside the establishment is also reported to have been destroyed. 

00:48 

It is being said that it was police officers who entered the MDP Headquarters “Haruge” 
premises and destroyed the place. Military personnel arrived later onwards to guard the 
establishment according to news reporters on site. The Police officers who entered the Haruge is 
said to have attacked the establishment as well as the people inside the building at that time. 

00:53 

Upon their exit from the MDP Headquarters, police officers smashed a glass door/window of 
the Broadcasting Commission. Reports are also trickling in about police officers gathering at the 
Republic Square. This remains unconfirmed. 

00:57 
As a result of tonight’s protests getting heated up and turning violent, 7 people are being treated 
at the ADK Hospital for various injuries, 4 of them with considered to be in serious condition. 

01:00 

It is the military officers who are at the moment looking after the security situation of the 
various parts of Male’ as well as the Republic Square. A lot of police officers are also currently at 
the Republic Square. MNDF officers are preventing news reporters also from gaining access into 
the Republic Square area. 

01:02 MDP activists at MDP Headquarters leave the premises. 

01:07 

A lot of people are heading over to the Republic Square according to reports. Reports of the 
sound of sirens being heard at MNDF centers of Kalhuthukkalaa Koshi and Bandaara Koshi are 
also being received. 

01:09 
A lot of people have gathered near the Orchid Magu and Chaandhanee Magu intersection. 
MNDF officers have cordoned off the area and are armed with their shields. 

01:12 
Police officers have once again entered the premises of MDP Headquarters and used Pepper 
spray. 

01:13 
Reports are coming in that Assistant Police Commissioner Hussain Waheed’s home has been 
invaded and damaged together with damages reported at different sites of the city 

01:17 

Ahmed Zahir (Hiriga): 
Republic Square filled up with Police officers both sitting and standing around. MNDF officers 
have surrounded them. People are also gathered in front of Reefside shop and chanting to 
protect the Constitution. Nobody is allowed entry into the Republic Square. Almost all MNDF 
officers are now stationed at the Republic Square area. 

01:21 

The number of police officers at the Republic Square continues to increase. MNDF officers are 
getting ready with their masks in place. They are waiting at the Reefside Chaandhanee Magu 
junction. 

01:23 MNDF officers have sprayed gas at the protestors gathered in front of Reefside. 

01:24 

Ahmed Zahir (Hiriga), reporting from Republic Square: 
MNDF officers have sent away even the news reporters. Police officers continue to gather 
around the Republic Square. It is a huge crowd of police officers gathered in the square. It looks 
like they are protesting but cannot be confirmed. 

01:31 
A meeting commences at MDP Headquarters. Speeches are being given by some of the 
Parliament members. 

01:35 

Hussain Hassan, reporting from Republic Square: 
It is being reported that police and MNDF officers are facing off in a confrontation. Police 
officers are calling out for the resignation of President Nasheed. 

01:37 Reports are coming in that a lot of police officers have been arrested at the MDP Headquarters. 

01:43 

VTV has been set on fire. The live telecast feed from VTV has been discontinued. The only thing 
that can be heard is the presenter’s voice. Some employees were heard to be crying and calling 
out to others.  

01:47 
VTV signal is back online. VTV reports that some people forced their way into the station and 
set fire to the sofa. 

01:49 

Mohamed Naseem, reporting from MDP Haruge: 
MDP members have stated that tonight more than 50 police officers have been arrested and that 
they would leave the headquarters only when justice has been established. 

01:50 Ibrahim Khaleel, CEO of VTV: 
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“We are not distorting anything in our coverage. This is very sad. We have now requested 
assistance from the armed forces. This has been the most saddening moments during my career 
in the field. At the moment all employees are crying. Everyone is upset. A lot of things have 
been destroyed. Talking is difficult for me at the moment.” 

01:55 Lintel Investment’s Repute Shop on Fan’diyaaru Magu has been vandalized. 

01:55 A lot of people have gathered near VTV. 

01:56 

Mohamed Naseem, reporting from MDP Headquarters: 
People present at the headquarters are chanting to go and stop telecast of VTV and DhiTV. 
Activists are getting out of control and trying to push their way into the new flat premises that 
are being built next door. They are saying that opposition people are inside the premises. They 
are also calling out to announce a state of emergency in the city. 

01:59 
Some employees at VTV have sustained burn injuries and others various other types of injuries. 
All employees are upset and in shock. 

01:41 

Around 200 police officers, some in uniform and some in plain clothes are present at the 
Republic Square. It is reported that water bottles are being passed out amongst the officers. 
Military officers are also present in the area. 

02:06 

Police officers present at the Republic Square are calling out for the resignation of President 
Nasheed. It is reported from people on site that almost all police officers are now present at the 
location.  

02:09 

A police officer has started issuing orders via a megaphone to the police officers at the Republic 
Square. Though the orders being issued are not clear, it’s clear that the response of the officers 
has been “Yes Sir!” 

02:11 
The metal sheet fence that was put up by the Male’ City Council at the MMA Area in which the 
opposition protests were initially held has been destroyed. 

02:13 
Police officers are talking on their phones with various people according to those present at the 
site. No activity seen from military officers present at the area. 

02:14 

Mohamed Hassan, from near Megachip: 
Megachip owned by Ilyas Labeeb has been set on fire. The fire was set by throwing in a petrol 
bomb after breaking the glass. 

02:20 

Murushid Abdul Hakeem: 
VTV is stating that setting their station on fire is an act of terrorism and that they are in the 
process of sending out the information to international organizations. 

02:18 

It’s being reported that military officers at the Republic Square Area are attempting to arrest 
around 6 Special Operations Police officers who are apparently commanding the rest of the 
police officers. 

02:23 

It’s reported that the police officers at the Republic Square are being commanded by a Special 
Operations Police Officer named Farhad Fikry. According to people present at the site, Farhad is 
stating that around 1,000 police officers are with him. 

02:26 
Rumors are spreading that Police Commissioner Faseeh has resigned from his post. This is not 
confirmed. 

02:27 

No police officer is also being allowed into the Republic Square Area according to people 
present on site. It is reported that police officers at the area are being ordered to stay together as 
one. 

02:26 

Husnu Su’ood on VTV: 
“Situation has deteriorated to this level because police and military officers could not carry out 
their duties according to the law. This can only be solved by returning to the way of the law. 
This has happened because of deviation from established laws. I’m calling out to establish law 
and order and peace within Male’ and the islands.” 

02:33 

Police officers have gathered near the helipad area at the Republic Square according to sources 
on site. That area is currently under the commandment of military officers. 
 
 

02:46 Vice President Dr. Mohamed Waheed Hassan Manik: 
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“I’m calling out not to obey any orders which contradicts any laws of the country. I am doing 
everything in my capacity as the Vice President.” 

02:51 

Mohamed Naseem from MDP Headquarters: 
Members of the party are stating that MDP will not lose and that President Nasheed is safe and 
sound. 

02:56 An attempt has been made to set fire to the DRP headquarters. 

02:56 

The fences put up near the fish market have been dismantled and people have pushed their way 
in. This was done when the military officers guarding the area went off. Almost around 15 foot 
of the fence has been dismantled. 

02:57 

Hussain Hassan, from MMA area: 
A lot of people are gathering near the MMA area. Riot officers have cordoned off the area so that 
people cannot go any further. 

03:03 

Aminath Niyaza: 
Rumors are spreading that phone lines being used by police officers are going to be 
disconnected. It is also being reported that military officers are trying to dismantle the group of 
police officers present at the Republic Square. 

03:05 

The sound of the police officers gathered at the Republic Square is reported to be rising in 
crescendo. It is reported that a group in combat uniform is getting ready to confront police 
officers. 

03:09 

Vice President on VTV: 
“I’m calling out to the military to not carry out any unlawful orders that may harm any persons. 
I’m calling out to the military to protect the country’s national security, to protect the people, 
their properties and especially to protect the news channels that are being targeted. I pledge to 
do everything I can to move forward from the situation the country has fallen into today.” 

03:10 

Hussain Hassan, from Republic Square: 
Protesters gathered near the Republic Square area are calling out for the resignation of President 
Nasheed. As news of more military personnel being sent into the area to confront police officers 
spreads, police officers show more determination and have assumed a state of alertness in 
readiness for possible confrontation. Police officers do not seem likely to give up at this stage. 

03:12 

Mohamed Naseem, from MDP Headquarters: 
MDP supporters are chanting & calling out for the arrest of Judicial Service Commission’s 
President Adam Mohamed. 

03:13 
At the Republic Square, police officers have arranged themselves into lines to count number of 
officers present. 

03:30 

President Maumoon on VTV: 
Interview given to VTV by the former president Maumoon: Former President Maumoon Abdul 
Qayyoom has appealed to the people to not partake in any activity that would harm people or 
property of a person. He has called out to the people to follow law and order and the ways of 
Islam.  
“With no distinction amongst people, the government has to start following the laws, police and 
military personnel needs to follow the same, citizens and members of political parties too need 
to follow suite. All involved need to work together to come out of this dire situation the country 
is in at the moment.” 
He also further went onto call out for the immediate release of Judge Abdulla Mohamed of the 
Criminal Court who has been unlawfully detained. 

03:33 Military officers are pushing back the crowds of people gathered at Chaandhanee Magu. 

03:35 
Maldives Broadcasting Commission has condemned the attack on VTV stating that it is an attack 
on freedom of media and has called out to seek out the perpetrators and bring them to justice. 

03:43 
Military officers have used tear gas on the crowds gathered near MMA. 
 

03:45 
News of military officers receiving orders to use rubber bullets on the police officers gathered at 
Republic Square. Even the police officers that were lying down have assumed state of alert. 

03:46 Hussain Hassan, near MMA: 
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Military officers have dismantled the protests ongoing near MMA area and arrested 3 protesters 
in the process. 

03:51 

Military officers at Kalhuthukkalaa Koshi, wanting to join the police officers at the Republic 
Square have been locked in to prevent anyone from going out according to officers at the 
barracks. According to them, military officers are also divided in opinion. 

03:54 
Two people who showed asthmatic symptoms after military officers tear-gased the MMA area 
has now been taken to the hospital. One of the affected is a woman. 

03:57 Reports are coming in that the Addu Cultural Centre has also been set on fire. 

03:58 Connection has also been lost with the Police media officers. 

04:00 

Hussain Hassan, near MMA: 
People are once again starting to gather near the MMA area. Around 20 ft of fence from near 
MTCC Tower area has been ripped off by the protesters. 

04:15 Police officers are getting ready to pray the Fajr prayer at the Republic Square grounds.  

04:17 

HRCM has expressed concern over the damages to people and property in the city as the riots 
continue. President of HRCM Azra has appealed to the security forces to prevent further rioting 
and to uphold the laws. She also appeals to the general public of Male’ to keep peace and order 
in the city. She has also cautioned against partaking in any activity that may result in a blood 
spill.  

04:11 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from Republic Square: 
Military officers have stated that they would not go into a confrontation with police officers. 
Police officers have stated that they require this statement in writing. 

04:27 The fences along the MMA area have all been torn down. 

04:36 Military officers have pepper sprayed the protesters that tore down the fence. 

04:37 Police officers are distributing Red Bull cans, cakes and juice at the Republic Square. 

04:37 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem, near MMA: 
Military officers have arrested two persons who were involved in breaking down the fence in 
the area. 

04:48 

Police officers at the Republic Square have refuted statements broadcasted on MNBC attesting 
that police officers are partaking in unlawful activities. 
“We are here to uphold the Constitution. To do as our oath dictates us to do. No unlawful 
activities are happening here.” – Police Officer at Republic Square 

04:53 

Hussain Hassan, from Republic Square: 
Protesters near the MMA area have filed into the Republic Square area. The protesters and the 
police officers are in separate groups. 

04:56 

Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa), from Republic Square: 
Deputy Commissioner of Police Muneer is addressing the crowd of police officers at the 
Republic Square. He is appealing to the officers to disperse and go home before military officers 
intervene. But police officers continue to resist his appeals. 

04:59 Huge platoon of military officers have come out to confront police officers. 

05:02 
Upon announcement that military officers will dismantle the peaceful protest by police officers, 
officers start throwing their shields at the military officers.   

05:04 
Protesters from the crowd have also joined with the crowd of Police officers. But police officers 
keep cautioning protesters to keep away as military officers are armed. 

05:06 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, near Republic Square: 
Police officers have announced that they are ready to face off military officers in a confrontation. 
Protesters have also come to a standby position with any sort of weapon they can get their 
hands on. 

05:09 

Police officers are on standby with their shields in place. Police officers are calling out for order 
amongst the protesters gathered and calling for them to leave the area. Military officers are 
stating that they no longer want to negotiate. 
 
 

05:12 Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
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Police officers are furious with anger. Officers within them are trying to bring the situation to 
order. Military officers are being commanded at the moment by Ibrahim Didi and one other 
officer. 

05:15 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Military officers attempting to remove media officials from the scene has again heated up the 
situation developing between the police and military officials. 

05:16 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Confrontations have begun between the police, military and the protesters at the Republic 
Square. Protesters are also using anything they can get their hands on and using them as 
weapons in the confrontations. Situation is quite tense. 

05:20 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Police are cautioning the protesters to refrain from entering into the midst of the confrontation 
taking place between the police and the military. Police are giving reassurances to the protesters 
that nothing would go wrong. Police have cordoned off and separated themselves from the 
protesters. 

05:22 
Military officers with their shields in place have stepped back. Police officers are celebrating 
what they see as a victory on their part. 

05:25 

It has been announced that Commissioner of Police Faseeh will be addressing the police officers. 
Police officers are demanding that no unlawful orders be passed onto them and that none of the 
police officers who came out with them be arrested. 

05:28 

Hussain Hassan, from Republic Square: 
Situation has died down a bit. But both police and military officers are still ready and on 
standby. 

05:33 

Hussain Hassan, from Republic Square: 
MDP activists armed with sticks and swords have come to the Republic Square in a pick-up to 
confront the protesters gathered there. One person is on the ground with injuries. Looks 
severely injured. 

05:37 Clashes happening between MDP activists and protestors near MMA area. 

05:40 
Military offices finally intervene to control the riots upon appeal by police officers. One person 
injured and taken to hospital.  

05:41 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Police have stated that military won’t go into a confrontation with them. And if it does happen, 
police says that for every bullet the military sends their way they will shield themselves with 
their chests. 

05:43 
Hussain Hassan: 
Commissioner getting ready to address police officers. 

05:46 
It has been announced that Commissioner Faseeh won’t meet with police officers at the Republic 
Square grounds. If officers want to meet him they are to direct themselves to Iskandhar Koshi. 

05:49 

Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
A difference in opinion on how to act towards Faseeh’s directive has arose amongst the gathered 
police officers. Military officers are warning that if police officers do not heed the advice they 
will charge into the crowd of police officers. 

05:53 

Police officers chanting Allah Akbar (Allah is Great) in one voice. Riot officers have taken the 
front line and rest of the officers have fallen in line behind them. Police officers and senior 
officials of the military are engaged in a heated verbal warfare. 

05:55 

Hussain Hassan: 
A senior official of the police is addressing the crowd of police officers gathered at the scene. He 
is advising them not to give up their weapons and not to give in. 

05:57 

Police officers are divided in opinion on whether to meet with Faseeh as they were asked to 
leave their weapons behind. Police officers are not willing to leave behind their weaponry.    
 
 

06:04 Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
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Police officers decide not to go to Iskandhar Koshi to meet Faseeh. 
“We should be able to meet Faseeh. We are of the Maldives Police. If we are to go we would be 
no more.”- Maldivian Police 

06:10 

Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa), from Republic Square: 
Military officers have moved back again. They are now at the Shaheed Hussain Adam Building 
area.  

06:15 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from MMA Area: 
Nihan addressing the protester crowd near MMA area. 

06:23 

Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
Military officers that came out to confront officers of the Police service have retreated inside the 
Ban’daara Koshi. Only a few military officers remain at the scene. 

06:26 

With the sunrise, more people are gathering at the area. The protests are ongoing at the MMA 
area. Military officers surround the protesters. Police officers are also waiting without much 
activity. 

06:29 
Drinking water and food is being supplied to police officers by police officers and members of 
the public. 

06:31 

Umar on DhiTV: 
Umar says that the protests going on near the MMA area is to give support to the sacrifices 
being made the officers of the police. Umar calls out for all Maldivians to come out and join the 
protests. He urges people from the atolls also to come to Male’ to join the protests. 

06:50 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
President Nasheed is addressing the police officers gathered at Republic Square. Police officers 
response to Nasheed’s appeals has been “No Sir”. 
“I will not let anything bad happen to you. You have all been misled. Please hand yourselves 
over to the military.” – President Nasheed 

06:52 

To the calls of his resignation President Nasheed has returned back to the military headquarters 
with the protection of its officers. In his presence are the Defense Minister Tholhath and Chief of 
Defense Force Moosa Ali Jaleel. President looks very upset. 

07:02 
Police is calling out for members of the public to leave the Republic Square area. News reporters 
have also been asked to return to a specific area. 

07:09 
It’s being reported that police officers in other islands are also making their way to Male’ to join 
in the protests. 

07:14 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
MDP members are protesting in Orchid Magu calling out to arrest the traitors. 

07:15 
Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
Police officers have been asked to stand down for Faseeh to meet them. 

07:18 Military officers are blocking all the routes to Republic Square. 

07:30 
MDP’s protest is being led by Eva and Mariya. Not many protesters to be seen at the MDP 
protest. 

07:41 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
A lot more police officers than seen previously have joined the group of officers gathered near 
the helipad. Police officers are stating that they want the assurance that unlawful orders won’t 
be issued to them. And they are also calling out to the members of the public to stay away from 
the conflict happening. 

07:48 
Police officers are reading out their oath out loud. They are spread out on the grounds in the 
form of a “U” shape. 

07:50 
Police officers have dismantled the protest that was being held by MDP members near Reefside 
and arrested some of the protesters. Eva’s husband is one of the arrestees.   

07:53 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
MDP protesters armed with knives who charged at the police officers at the Republic Square 
have been stopped by the police officers. Mariya is on the ground and she is seen to be bleeding 
from an injury. 

07:56 MDP protesters charging at the police with knives in hand and the scuffle that took place has 
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resulted in injuries to both MDP protesters and police officers. Faces of some police officers are 
awash in blood. 

07:58 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Police officers have also pushed back the opposition protesters towards the MMA area. MDP 
protesters can no longer be seen on site. 

07:59 Some MDP members on motorbikes once again on the scene trying to harass police officers. 

08:00 
Reports are coming in that some military officers have also joined the group of police officers. 
Tear gas canisters are being thrown around the area by both police and military officers. 

08:06 

Ahmed Zahir (Hirigaa): 
Police officers are also throwing whatever they can get their hands on. It’s every person unto 
himself. The fight is going on strong. 

08:08 

Police officers are pushing back the line of military officers behind the military headquarters. 
The gates of the military headquarters have been closed. Protesters have also joined ranks with 
the police officers.  

08:09 
Shields are being passed out of the main police headquarters after incurring damages to the 
building. 

08:11 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Military officers have backed down and entered the military headquarters. Police have taken 
control of the entire area of the Republic Square. The entire area is under the control of police 
and protesters. Military officers are shooting some sort of weapon while inside the headquarters. 
But it’s not real guns that they are shooting. 

08:17 
Police officers have brought down their flag hoisted at their main headquarters and left the 
national flag at half mast. At the moment its only the national flag that can be seen. 

08:21 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Lady Ibrahim Manik has been beaten up. 

08:28 

Military officers are saluting police officers with their hands raised. The entire scene unfolding is 
one that is frightening. It’s as if history is repeating itself. Both police and military officers have 
tears on their faces. 

08:31 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Groups of military officers have started joining the police officers at the scene. 

08:37 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Military officers are still shooting different sort of guns at the protesters. The protesters are 
calling for the resignation of President Nasheed. It is reported that President Nasheed is inside 
the military headquarters. 

08:41 
Military officers that joined the police officers are now guarding both the police and the military 
headquarters. All protesters are now at the centre of the Republic Square. 

08:44 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Police officers are cautioning the protesters that the military officers might start shooting. And if 
it were to happen to lie down on the grounds. 

08:48 
Another platoon of military officers has joined the crowd of police officers. An announcement 
has been made that a military official is on the way to address the crowd of officers. 

08:53 
The cameras outside the military headquarters and the vehicles outside the police headquarters 
have all been damaged beyond use. 

08:59 
News is spreading that 300 military officers from Kalhuthukkala Koshi are on their way to join 
the police officers along with the news of Judge Abdulla being returned to Male’. 

09:00 
An official from ADK hospital has informed that the beds of the hospital are currently occupied 
by those injured during the events. ADK is also in a state of alert. 

09:01 

Umar, DhiTV: 
Umar is calling out to close down the airport because some senior government officials are 
planning on fleeing. 

09:03 
Indhira Gandhi Memorial Hospital (IGMH) has also announced state of emergency. 
 

09:08 Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
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There are signs that military officers from their headquarters might charge into the scene. 
Military officers that joined with the police officers are together calling out to free the police. 

09:10 Some schools are cancelling their sessions for the day. 

09:15 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Jinah from Police has been beaten up. He was beaten up by police and protesters. Military 
officers are pepper spraying the area at random intervals. 

09:23 Rumors are spreading that people from other islands are also making their way to the capital. 

09:37 

Moosa Ali Jaleel after speaking with commanding officers with the police officers have stated 
that “when the time comes the person that is wanted will be brought out.” And when inquired 
why the military officers were using rubber bullets after surrendering he gave no response. 

09:58 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Almost a 100 other military officers have joined with the police officers. 

10:08 
Military and police officers together with the protesters are expressing joy while carrying the 
national flag. 

10:11 
Hussain Hassan: 
Lady Ibrahim Manik and some others are being taken away in a speed launch. 

10:12 
Hussain Hassan: 
A platoon of police officers have set out to take over MNBC. 

10:13 

Murshid Abdul Hakeem: 
The whole MNBC area has been tear-gased to a large extent. It looks to be the doing of 
protesters. 

10:16 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Protesters gathered at the Republic Square are chanting that President Nasheed has been taken 
into custody. 

10:21 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Imad Solih from Qaumee Party who is at the Republic Square has stated that Indian Army is not 
on its way to the Maldives as per Hassan Saeed who confirmed it from the Indian High 
Commission. 

10:23 The group of protesters armed with sticks are MDP activists. 

10:24 

Murhid Abdul Hakeem: 
MDP activists near MNBC are armed with a collection of pavement bricks, ready to confront 
with the police. 

10:28 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from Republic Square: 
Police appeals not to harm anyone that is arrested.  

10:32 Marz Saleem announces that Ali Waheed has joined in with the protest. 

10:35 
Around a 100 more military officers join the protest. According to protesters the whole of the 
military will join in pretty soon. 

10:41 Gasim addresses the crowd of protesters. 

10:42 

The previous Assistant Commissioner of Police Riyaz and retired Military officer Colonel Nazim 
and Fayaz, a police officer who left the service, who went into the military headquarters to 
negotiate has just come out and announced that they have issued three conditions. That is for 
President Nasheed to resign before 1:30 pm and Faseeh and his two Assistant Police 
Commissioners to also resign. And that all those conditions are non-negotiable.   

10:48 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Faseeh’s resignation announced at the protest. 

10:53 
It is announced at the protest that if MNBC doesn’t stop its telecast by 11:15, it would be taken 
over by the military. 

10:55 
It is announced at the protest that the Ibrahim Nasir International Airport has also been taken 
over by the police. 

10:59 It is announced at the protest that the officer in charge of the Police is now Fairooz. 

11:01 
Police and military have taken over MNBC and are now telecasting VTV’s transmission on 
MNBC. 

11:03 Police and military have also taken over the MDP Headquarters. 
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11:05 
Information coming in that the police and military are on their way to bring in the Vice 
President. They are making their way towards Hilaaleege. 

11:08 
Chief Justice is also being summoned to the Republic Square. The previous Deputy 
Commissioner Rishwan has also joined the protest. 

11:11 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Fairooz in his uniform makes his way into the crowd of protesters and takes command of the 
police officers. 

11:20 

Regarding the rumors spreading that MDP MP Ali Waheed of Thoddoo joining the protests has 
stated that rather than watching the police, military and the public shed their blood he would 
rather end his political career. And right now President Nasheed needs to make a decision and 
that decision should not be the use of “live ammunition”.  

11:26 
Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
Groups of military officers have started patrolling various areas of the city. 

11:28 

MNBC’s name has been changed to Television Maldives. MNBC is at the moment overseen by 
Khaleel. Five of their employees have been taken under arrest. Military officers are patrolling the 
roads of the city. 

11:33 Commissioner Waheed who tendered his resignation last night has been taken under arrest. 

11:35 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem: 
President Nasheed decides to resign. It is announced at the protest that this will take place at the 
President’s Office in front of the media. Protesters gathered at the Republic Square are 
celebrating upon the announcement. 

11:58 

Ahmed Naif, from near Republic Square: 
Colonel Nazim is currently heading MNDF. Nazim has warned everyone not to touch President 
Nasheed in anyway. 

12:01 
President will go from the military headquarters to the President’s Office in a while where he 
will announce his resignation in front of the media. 

12:03 

News release by the Speaker of the Parliament: Abdulla Shahid, the Speaker of the Parliament 
has called out to all citizens and all organizations to abide by the Constitution and not to take 
part in any unlawful activities. The press release published just a while ago by the People’s 
Majlis states that Abdulla Shahid appeals to the citizens of the country and all government 
organizations to abide by the laws and regulations of the country in this dark moment in the 
history of this country. 

12:15 

Ahmed Azeef: 
The police are in the process of transferring Chief Judge Abdulla Mohamed of the Criminal 
Court to Male’.  

12:19 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from Republic Square: 
President Nasheed is being transported in a car to the President’s Office by the military. The car 
is being pushed forward. The whole area is filled up with police and military officials. 

12:22 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, near the President’s Office: 
Security situation is very tight around the area. Media officials are being kept at a separate area. 
Military officials are at the forefront. The car has now entered the premises. 

12:24 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, near the President’s Office: 
Police officers are stating that this is now over. The outside of the President’s Office has been 
closed off. 

12:26 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, near the President’s Office: 
Judge Abdulla has been brought to Male’. Media officials have now gained entry into the 
President’s Office. 

12:27 

Ahmed Azif, near Velaanaage: 
Reports coming in that a huge platoon of police officers have entered the Velaanaage premises. 
A large crowd of people have gathered near the building. 
 
 

12:43 Press release by the Civil Service Commission: The Commission appeals to all civil servants to 
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remain steadfast in providing the services to the public and treat everyone equally in delivering 
services during this uncertain time. 

12:57 President Nasheed has resigned from the post of the President just a moment back. 

12:58 President Nasheed announced this at the press briefing happening now at the President’s Office. 

12:59 

“I believe if I continue as the President of the Maldives, the people of the country would suffer 
more. I therefore have resigned as the President of Maldives. I wish the Maldives would have a 
consolidated democracy. I wish for justice to be established. My wish is for the progress and 
prosperity of the people. And I thank you all for your support and contributions to achieve 
success for the past three years.” – President Nasheed 

13:06 

Mun’doo Adam Haleem, from the President’s Office: 
The Vice President Dr. Mohamed Waheed Hassan Manik will be sworn in as the President in a 
short while. This will take place at the People’s Majlis. 

13:42 

Police states that no official of the previous government is allowed to leave the country. But the 
police have not given any affirmation on whether any such persons have been arrested till now. 
Police have stated that they are currently under the command of Chief Superintendent of Police 
Abdulla Fairooz. 

13:52 

Previous Attorney General Husnu Suood has stated that the President’s resignation needs to be 
submitted in writing to the Parliament. Afterwards, the Vice President has to be sworn in, in 
front of the Parliament members. After being sworn in, a person for the Vice President’s post 
needs to be chosen and sent to the Parliament for approval. According to Suood whether the 
cabinet of the previous administration needs to resign is not very clear from the Constitution but 
he believes that the cabinet ministers of the previous administration should have to resign. 

14:38 
As per Article 121 (a) of the Constitution, the resignation letter of President Nasheed has been 
handed over to Speaker of the Parliament Abdulla Shahid. 

15:17 
Vice President Dr. Waheed Hassan Manik has been sworn in as the President. He was sworn in 
by the Chief Justice Uz. Ahmed Faiz Hussain. 

 


